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THE UNIT GROUP OF THE INTEGRAL GROUP RING ZD"

SEUNG AHN PARK

1. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to determine the structure of the unit group
U(ZD,,) of the integral group ring ZD". where

D,,=<x, Ylx"=y2=l, xY=x-1>
is the dihedral group of order 2n, n~ 3.

In order to generalize our result we will consider the unit group U(ZD)
of the integral group ring ZD. where the group D=CY is the semidirect
product of subgroups C and Y satisfying the following conditions:

( i) C is a finite abelian normal subgroup and Y = <y IyZ=1>,
( ii) y inverts every element of C, and
(iii) C has at most one involution.

Note that every element u of ZD can be uniquely expressed as u=a+{3y
where a, (3EZCcZD. For each element a= L: arX of ZC, we set

zEC

a= L: arX- 1, tr a=al'
zEC

The unit group U(ZD) of the integral group ring ZD is given by the
following theorem.

THEOREM 1. Let D=C Y be the semidirect product of subgroups C and Y
satisfying the following conditions:

(i) C is an abelian normal subgroup of order nand Y=<ylyz=l>.
(ii) y inverts every element of C, and
(iii) C has at most one involution.

Let

r=r(D) = 21 (n+ 1+nz-2L: nd)
din

where nd is the number of cyclic subgroups of C of order d.
Then we have

(l) There exists a system of units {~h ...• ~ r} in U(ZC) such that
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for each i, ~i=~i and tr~i is a positive odd integer, and

U(ZC) =+CX (~b "', ~T)

where (~b '''~T) is a free abelian group of rankr.
(2) For each i there exists a unit ui=ai+f3iY in U(ZD) such that·

a/ii- f3ifii=~i'

Moreover, the unit group U(ZD) is the semidirect product of subgroups
Uo(Y) and Ub that is,

U(ZD) = (Uo(Y» U1
Uo(Y) <l U(ZD), Uo(y) nU1= {1}!

where
Uo= {a+f3yEZD!aa-f3fi=l},

and U1 is a free abelian group of rank r.

The dihedral group Dn = (x, Ylxn=y2=1, x Y=x-1) is the semidirect
product of subgroups (x) and (y) satisfying the conditions (i) - (Hi) in
Theorem 1. Thus the unit group U(ZDn) of the integral group· ring ZDn
is given by the following theorem, which is the corollary to Theorem 1.

THEOREM 2. Let

Dn=(x, Ylxn=y2=1, xY -:-x-1)

be the dihedral group of order 2n, nz3, and let
1r=r(Dn) =2 {n+1+n2-2T (n)}

where n2 is 0 or 1 according as n is odd or even and T(n) is the number of
all positive divisors of n.

Then the assertions (1) and (2) of Theorem 1 hold for C=(X) and D=Dn.

It is easy to see that

r(Dn) =0 if and only if n=3,4, or 6
and

r(Dn) =1 if and only if n=5,8, or 12.

In fact the unit groups U(ZDg), U(ZD4) and U(ZD6) have been determined
in [2J, [5J, and [6J, respectively. Using Theorem 2, we will explicitly
determine the unit groups U(ZDs), U(ZDs) and U(ZD12) in [4J.

The proof of Theorem 1 will be given in section 3.
The terminology· and notation in this paper are standard, and they are

taken from [3].
By an involution we mean an element of order 2 in a group. For elements

g, h of a group we set gh=h~lgh, and we say that h inverts g if gh .. g-l.
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2. Necessary lemmas

Let G be a group and let ZG be the integral group ring of G. For each
automorphism a of G the map a : ZG - ZG defined by

aCE azX) = L: a:J!1(x)
is a ring-automorphism of ZG. Thus this defines an action of the automor
phism group Aut(G) on the group ring ZG. More, for any a E Aut(G)
and any unit a of ZG, the element a(a) is a unit of ZG. Hence the
automorphism group Aut(G) acts on the unit group U(ZG) of ZG via this
action.

In general, for any homomorphism p of a group G into a group H the
map p : ZG - ZH defined by

p(.EazX) = L: azp(x)

is a ring-homomorphism of ZG into ZH. Moreover, if a is a unit of ZG
then p(a) is a unit of ZH. Indeed p(a) is a unit of ZH if and only if it
is a unit of Zp(G).

Let C be a finite abelian group. For each element a=.E azX of ze we
zeC

set

ii=.E azX- I •
zeC

Since the map x - X-I is an automorphism of C, the map a-a is a ring
automorphism of ZC. And a is a unit of ZC if and only if a is a unit of
ZC.

Define a map T : ZC - Z by

T(.E azX)=.E a z ·
zEC zeC

Then it is easy to prove the following lemma.

(2. 1) The map T : ZC - Z is a ring-homomorphism, and for all a E ZC
we have T(a) =T(a).

Moreover, if a is a unit of ZC then
T(a)=T(a-I)=+l.

Let tr : ZC - Z be the trace map given by

trC.E azX) =al·
zeC

and define an inner product in ZC by

(a, fJ) = L: ajJz
zeC

where a= L: azX and fJ=.E bzX. Then it is easy to see that the following
holds Ccf. [3, p.33J).
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(2.2) The map tr : ZC~ Z is a Z-homomorphism, and for all a,j3EZC
we have

(1) (a, f3) = tr ai3 = tr i3a.
(2) (a, a) =1 if and only if aE+C, where

+C= {+~IXEC}c ZC.
(3) If a=~ arx, then for each xEC

tr(x;-la) =ax •

. 3. Proof of Theorem

In this section we will prove Theorem 1 by a series of propositions.
Let D=CY be the semidirect product of subgroups C and Y, where

C is an abelian group of order nand Y=<Yly2=1), and
y inverts every element" of C.

Let

r= 21 (n+1+n2-2~ nd)
dl n ,

where nd is the number of cyclic subgroups of C of order d. It is clear that
every element u of ZD can be uniquely expressed as u=a+j3y, where a, j3
EZCcZD. Since y inverts every element of C, we have

ya=ay
for all aEZC. Define a map N: ZD ~ ZC by

N(a+j3y) = (a+j3y)(a-j3y) =aa-j3i3. "

(3. 1) The map N : ZD ~ ZC has the following properties.
(1) N(-u) =N(u) and N(u) =N(u) for all uEZD.
(2) N(uv) =N(u)N(v) for 'all ~,vEZD.

Moreover, N(x) =1 for all xEC and N(y)=-l.
(3) An element u of ZD is a unit of ZD if and only if N(u) is a unit

of ZC. In particular, N: U(ZD)~U(ZC) is a l>.omomorphism 0/ the." unit
group U(ZD) into the unit group U(ZC).

Proof. It is easy to prove' :(1) and (2).
Let u be a unit of ZD with inverse v. Then

N(u)N(v) =N(uv) =N(l) =1
by (2), and so N(u) is a unit' of ZC.

Conversely, suppose that u=a+j3y is an element of ZC such that N(u)
is a unit of ZC. Since N(u)=u·(a-j3y), the element u is a unit of ZD
such that

u-1=N(it) -l(a- fiy).

Hence the assertion (3) holds.
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(3.2) For any unit a of ZC, there exists xEC such that a=x2a.

Proof. Set ~=a-la. Then ~~=l, and so (~, m=tr ~~=l. This implies
that ~E ±C, by (2.2). Moreover, we have

T(m =T(a-1)T(a) =T(a)2=1
by (2.1). Therefore, there exists gEC such that ~=g and a=ga. Now it
suffices to show that g=x2 for some xEC. Let C2= {x2IxEC}.

If C is of odd order, then C=C2. Hence g=x2 for some xEC.
Assume that C is of even order. Suppose that g$.C2 and let a= ~ axx.

Since a=ga, we have ax=aCg:r:)-1 for all xEC. On the other hand, xi= (gX)-l
for all xEC, since g$.C2. Hence it follows that T(a) is even. But this contra
dicts to the fact that T(a) = ±1. Therefore, gEC2 and g=x2 for some xEC.

(3.3) Let E={tEClt2=1}. Then for any unit a of ZC with a=a there
exists an element tEE such that tr(ta) is odd.

Proof. Note that for any xEC we have
x=x-1 if and only if xEE.

Thus there is a subset P of C such that C is a disjoint unIOn C = E UP U
P-l. Since a=a, the unit a can be expressed as a sum

a= ~ att + I; ax(x+x-1).
tEE zEP

Now it follows that

1-T(a)=::I; at (mod 2).
teE

If C is of odd order, then E= {I}. Hence tr a=al is odd. If C is of
even order, then E is an elementary abelian 2-group of order 22. Hence
there exists an element tE E such that at is odd. Thus tr(ta) =at is odd.

(3.4) There exists a system of units {~1> "', ';r} in U(ZC) which satisfies
the following conditions.

(i) For each i, ~,.=';,. and tr~,. is a positive odd integer, and
(ii) U(ZC) = +CX <';1> "', ';r>, where <';1> "', ';r> is a free abelian group

of rank r.

Proof. It is well-known that
U(ZC)=± CXF

where F= <ah ''', ar> is a free abelian group of rank r [lJ. By (3.2),
for each a,. there exists XjEC such that aj=x,.2aj. Set ~,.=xjaj. Then it is
easy to see that

~j=~" and U(ZC) = ± C X <~h "', ~r>

where <~l' "', ~r> is a free abelian group of rank r.
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By (3.3), for each f3i there exists tiEE such that tr(tif3i) is odd. Set
~i=tif3i or ~i= -tif3i

according as tr(tif3i) > 0 or tr(tif3i)< o. Then it is clear that {~b ..., ';r}
satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii).

(3. 5) Assume that C is of odd order. Then
N(U(ZD))=+<~b ..•, ~r>.

Proof. Note that x=x-l if and only if x=l. Thus there is a subset P
of C such that C is a disjoint union C= {I} UPU P-l. Let V= {rE U(Zc) I
r=r}. Then V is a subgroup of U(ZC) and

V-+<~h ..., ~r>.
Moreover, it follows from (3. 1) that N (U(ZD)) ~ V.

In order to prove that V~N(U(ZD)), let r be any element of V. Then
r can be expressed as a sum

r=cl1 + I; cz(x+x-l).
zEP

Since T(r) = + 1 by (2.1), it follows that trr=Cl is odd. Set

u=l+a+ay, a Cl ;-1 + I; CzX.
zeP

Then
N(u) = (1 +a) Cl +a) =1+a+a = r.

Hence we have V~N(U(ZD)).

(3. 6) Assume that C is of even order and let I be the set of all involutions
in C. Then

N(U(ZD))= {rE U(ZC) Ir=r and tr(tr) is even for all tEll
and

N(U(ZD)) nl=rft.
Furthermore, if C has exactly one involution then

N(U(ZD))=+<~b .•., ~r>.

Proof. Let E= {xEC Ix2=1}. Then E= {I} UI and there is a subset P of
C such that C is a disjoint union C=E UP UP-l.

Let V= {rE U(ZC) Ir=r}. Then V is a subgroup of U(ZC) and
V= + EX <~b ...,~r>.

Let
W= {rE VI tr(tr) is even for all tEl}.

First we will show that for any element a of ZC and for any tEl,
tr(taa) is even.

Let a=I; azx. Then ta=I; atzX. Hence, by (2.2), we have
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tr(taa) = (ta, a) = I; at,xa,x.
:fee

Let A be a transversal of a subgroup <t> in C. Then

tr(taa) =2 I; atxax
;reA
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and so tr(tali) is even.
Suppose that u=a+f3y is an element of U(ZD). Then N(u) is an element

of V, by (3.1). Moreover, for any tEl

tr(tN(u» =tr(taa) -tr(tf3~) = 0 (mod 2)

by the above result. This implies that N (u) E W. Therefore, we have
N(U(ZD» f; W.

Conversely, suppose that r is any element of W. Then r can be expressed
as a sum

r=C11 + 2I; ctt + I; C,x(X+x-1).
le] xep

Since T(r) = ±1, it follows that trr = Cl is odd. Set

u=l +a+ay, a= Cl; 1 + I; ctt + I; ezX.
leI xEP

Then N(u) =r, which implies that u is an element of U(ZD) such that
N(u) =r. Hence Wf;N(U(ZD».

Therefore, we have N (U(ZD» = W. By definition of W, it is clear
that N(U(ZD» nl=<jJ.

Now assume that C has exactly one involution, say s. Then E= n, s}
and V= ± {I, s} X <~h "', 'r>' Thus each ~; can be expressed as a sum

~;=d1+ds+ I; d x(x+x- 1).
;rep

Since d 1 is odd by (3.4) and T(~;)=±l, it follows that tr(s~;)=ds is
even. This implies that ~iE W=N(U(ZD». Furthermore, W is a subgroup
of V such that sg W. Hence we have

N(U(ZD»= W=+<~l> "', ~r>'

(3. 7) Theorem 1 holds.

Proof. The assertion (1) follows from (3.4).
By assumption C has at most one involution. Thus either C is of odd

order, or C is of even order and it has exactly one involution. Therefore,
from (3.1), (3.5) and (3.6) it follows that N: U(ZD) -+ U(Zc) IS a
group-homomorphism with

ker N= Uo= {a+f3YEZDlaa=f3~=l}

and

im N=N( U(ZD» = ± <~h "', ~r>'
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By (3.1) the inverse image of {I, -I} is Uo(y) and it is a normal
subgroup of U(ZD). Moreover, for each i there exists uiE U(ZD) such
that N (Ui) =.;i. Set

Ul=(U1o ... , ur)·

Then Ul is isomorphic to (';10 •••, ';r) and it IS a free abelian group of
rank r. Now it is easy to prove that U(ZD) is the semidirect product of
subgroups Uo(y) and U l •

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
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